Despite the fact that the facial expressions of emotions are naturally dynamic social
allows the conclusion that the attributed emotion is the reason for this facial expression.
We feel that a bottom-up approach is needed if we are to move beyond confirmatory research designs and attempt to discover new behavioral patterns that generate further hypothesis testing and model development. Componential theories of emotions differ from the prototypical view of facial expressions. One central claim of the componential view is that single elements of facial expressions might convey meaningful information at more molecular levels than full-blown prototypes (Smith & Scott, 1997) . Componential accounts of facial expressions are derived from appraisal theories of emotions (for a review, see Scherer, 2001 ). Appraisal theories claim that emotions are elicited and differentiated by conscious and/or non-conscious evaluations of events that are relevant to an individual's goals and needs. Amongst the appraisal theories, Scherer's multicomponential model of emotions is particularly interesting because it predicts that the temporal sequence in which individual facial actions unfold are a reflection of an individual's ongoing cognitive processing of emotionally relevant stimuli (Wehrle, Kaiser, Schmidt, & Scherer, 2000) . If this is indeed the case, an individual facial action could be likened to a word which when positioned at an appropriate location in a string of words contributes to the production of a meaningful sentence. This opens up the possibility that observers attribute different emotional values to morphologically similar facial actions depending on their sequential organization during emotionally expressive sequences. This theoretical account of the links between facial displays and emotions does not predict a single facial prototype for a limited set of basic emotions and can thus explain the existence of multiple patterns for a single emotion family including the frequent occurrence of single actions and small combinations of muscular groups. Our general hypothesis is that individual facial actions are temporally structured in a way that is both perceptible and emotionally meaningful to an observer. Additionally, we want to extend the investigation of the temporal sequence in which facial actions unfold to how they are coordinated in time with head and eye motion, positions and interpersonal orientation. Such coordinated dynamic patterns, if they can be shown to exist (see Delplanque et al., 2009 , for suggestive evidence), may be perceived as communicating specific emotional meanings beyond what has been described in traditional studies of emotion recognition from facial expressions.
Method Emotional Expressions Database
First, we needed to develop a database of dynamic facial expressions that were natural enough and emotional enough to be used for purposes of this study. We used an emotion-sharing task to elicit affect. To elicit emotional memories, we used a set of propositions corresponding to situation parameters predicted to elicit the emotions of anger, fear, guilt, sadness, and contempt according to appraisal theories (see Scherer, 2001 ). We used specific appraisal profiles to elaborate items to guide participants in recollecting and selecting five distinct narratives of autobiographical emotional memories 1 . At no time were the participants told the type of emotion expected; the only constraint was that the retrieved event was to correspond to the suggested features detailed in the appraisal items. We counterbalanced the order of the five emotional appraisal profiles in order to neutralize the potential effects of fatigue and habituation.
Participants
Participants were 16 Caucasian females recruited by ads placed in various university facilities (M = 31 years, SD = 14). Of the 16 participants, 13 completed the protocol. Three participants were unable to produce all the required narratives. We did not use the videos of three additional participants due to technical problems: The first was not included because the audio recording did not function; the second because the participant often moved out of the camera's frame: and the third because the camera unexpectedly stopped during the recording session.
Procedure
We videorecorded the interviews in our lab at the University of Geneva.
Participants were seated on a chair and their faces were videotaped by a hidden camera located in a cupboard in front of them. The interviewer was seated at a 45°angle to the right at a distance of one and a half meters from the participant. The role of the interviewer was to present the instructions for the tasks and to introduce the items for the guided recollection of personal memories. Once the participants were ready to begin their storytelling, the interviewer would start listening without engaging in conversation.
Support in the form of backchannels signals or minimal empathic statements were allowed when appropriate. The procedure was repeated four times until each participant had produced five narratives. At the end of the procedure, the participants were debriefed about the purpose of the study and permission to use the recordings for scientific purposes was requested. Each participant received CHF 25 as remuneration for their participation.
Selection of Judgment Stimuli
All the analyses reported in this paper are based on a core set of 200 files extracted from the 50 face-to-face semi-structured interviews conducted with the participants who took part in the emotional narrative task. We instructed two undergraduate psychology students, not otherwise involved in the study, to independently view the 50 videos and time-mark the beginning of sequences in which participants seemed to be experiencing an emotion. Segments on which the judges agreed yielded an initial database of 350 clips. In order to avoid giving more weight to the expressive style of some participants, we randomly selected 20 video clips per participant (corresponding to the number of video clips obtained from the least expressive participant), ending up with a core set of 200 video sample files. The rule for extracting a segment of video was to include the full propositional unit accompanying, preceding, or following the emotional sequence. The mean duration of an emotional sequence is 5.88 s (minimum:
1.8 s; maximum: 15 s).
Rating Task
To collect data on the emotional message value communicated by the 200 expressive sequences in our core set of videos, we used a multi-scalar rating task. Our rationale for selecting descriptive adjectives was that they correspond to affective states that observers can recognize from non-verbal cues. Most of the previous research on the meaning of facial expressions has been conducted within a basic emotion framework.
According to this perspective, the emotional states that can be recognized from facial ironic, proud, surprised, nervous, entertained, sad, scornful, joyful, affectionate, angry, enthusiastic, anxious, perplexed, disappointed , and relieved. Relevance ratings were done using a bipolar scale labeled: "Not at all" and "A lot" with no gradient categories in between. We implemented the task in a computer program written in MATLAB so that participants could work by themselves in the laboratory. Prior to testing, we standardized all stimuli for size by converting each video sequence to the size of 1200 x 1200 pixels.
Participants were seated in front of a Dell PC wired to a 17-in screen. We kept the viewing angle and distance constant by seating participants on a chair fixed at a 26-in distance from the front of the screen. Before the actual rating task started, the instructions were presented on the screen and a mock trial was launched to make sure that the participants had understood and could comply with the instructions. After the participant's questions were answered and the participant understood the task, the program started. The experiment ended after the last item had been rated. By default, the cursor appeared at the center of the first scale at the top of the screen. The cursor did not move to the next scale item until the participant had given his response by moving the cursor to the desired location on the line and entering his response by a mouse click. To neutralize order-of-presentation effects, both the position of the adjectives on the screen and the order of the video files were presented randomly by the program for each trial.
Participants in the Rating Study
Forty-five individuals participated in the judgment study (M = 26.5 years, SD = 5.89). All were Caucasians, native French-speaking women recruited through ads posted in various university facilities. Participation was limited to women because it is wellestablished that they are more accurate judges of the emotional meaning of nonverbal cues than men (Hall & Matsumoto, 2004) . To limit the impact of cognitive overload and fatigue on the experimental results, participants were not asked to rate all 200 video samples. Instead, they were randomly assigned to one of three rating blocks composed of 15 individuals each. Each group was to rate a unique subset of the original core set of stimuli. We ensured group equality by including at least six videos from each of the ten encoders across the three rating groups so that no encoder would be over-represented in any group. Furthermore, to control expression equality across rating groups, we selected portrayals that were most dissimilar in terms of types of action units presented in the portrayals of each encoder. Five videos, not part of the core set, were added to the three blocks. This step was taken in order to ensure that the judges used the scales consistently across the three groups. Group One included 72 videos, Group Two 72, and Group Three 71. The Cronbach's  computed on the sum of the 17 scale scores for the five video samples common to the three rating blocks was high ( = 0.94, standardized,  = 0.95, inter-item correlations = 0.20). Therefore, we felt justified pooling the ratings of the three groups for further analysis.
Judgment Study Results

Reliability Validation
To assess internal reliability, we computed Cronbach's alphas for each adjective scale. Setting an inferior threshold of α = 0.70, the analysis supported the internal reliability of 14 adjective scales. Three adjectives (viz., proud, relieved, and affectionate) for which internal reliability was not supported were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Principal Components Factor Analysis
To reduce the number of remaining terms, we performed a principal-components factor analysis with Varimax rotation on the ratings with the terms as variables and the participants and video records as cases. Using eigenvalues > 0.90, the analysis yielded a five-factor solution explaining > 78% of variance. We assigned each adjective to one factor only, the highest factor loading determining the factor to which an adjective was assigned. The loadings are listed in Table 1 .
Insert Table 1 about here
The adjectives with the highest loadings on the first factor are "entertained,"
"enthusiastic," and "joyful." As these adjectives refer to pleasant affects, we labeled the first factor "enjoyment." The adjectives with the highest loadings on the second factor are "angry," "scornful," and "disgusted." As these adjectives all connote rejecting or opposing something/someone, we labeled the second factor "hostility." As the adjectives "nervous" and "embarrassed" loaded highest on the third factor, we labeled it "embarrassment." Similarly, we named the fourth factor "surprise" (highest loadings:
"surprised" and "perplexed") and the fifth factor "sadness" (highest loadings: "sad" and "disappointed").
K-Means Clustering
To form groups of video samples that were rated most similarly on the five factors extracted from the previous PCA, we performed a K-means clustering on the means of the factor scores of the video ratings. In order to maximize the probability of characterizing each group of video samples by one factor, we imposed a five-group solution on the analysis. Figure 1 shows that this attempt proved adequate since all the clusters do indeed relate strongly to one specific factor.
Insert Figure 1 about here
Our judgment study provides evidence that observers can attribute reliable emotional meaning to the expressive displays constitutive of the stimuli database.
Emotional Expressive Sequences Coding
All facial activity in the video stimuli was annotated according to the Facial Action Coding System (FACS, Ekman et al., 2002) . FACS is a comprehensive and anatomically based coding system designed to measure all visually distinguishable facial activity on the basis of action units (AUs). The manual annotation was performed frameby-frame using the Anvil software (Kipp, 2004) . Annotation is performed on multiple tracks by inserting time-anchored codes that can be further specified by different attribute values. During the annotation process, each individual AU was coded in separate runs.
Each facial AU was assigned a duration, delimited by its onset and offset times.
Asymmetries and laterality of movement were also scored. In addition to the FACS action units, we provided additional codes for gaze orientation and head position, movement, and social orientation. In this context, "social orientation" refers to either the eyes or the head being directed at or away from the interviewer. Gaze social orientation was scored with respect to two modalities: The participant could be scored either as "looking at" or "looking away from" the interviewer. We determined several gaze codes:
looking straight, looking to the side, looking up or down, blinking, and eyes closed (gaze orientation was not coded when the participant was blinking or had her eyes closed).
Head social orientation was coded either as being oriented towards ("head on") or away from ("head away") the interviewer. Head movement codes included: chin descending or ascending on a vertical axis (head descending; head ascending); diagonal movements upwards or downwards (head ascending and turning; head descending and turning);
horizontal movements either to the right or to the left (head turning); lateral head tilts (head tilting). Two actions performed with the head are also coded: nods of the head (as in saying "yes"); shakes of the head (as in saying "no"). A last category of head codes involved head positions that were maintained for at least 2 s. These position codes were: head down; head raised, head turned away, and head tilted laterally.
Coding Reliability Assessment
Facial action coding was performed by two trained FACS coders. The reliability of FACS scoring was assessed on two levels of analysis (Sayette, 
Data Analysis The T-Patterns Model
The data analysis pursued two aims. The first was to detect probabilistic patterns in the stream of facial, gaze, and head actions in our data set. Our interest was in testing the hypothesis that the sequence in which behavioral events unfold during emotionally expressive displays is not random, but structured in time following reliable and identifiable patterns. The second aim was to assess whether specific sequential patterns of pattern detection algorithm is implemented in the THEME 5 software (Noldus) that was used to perform our analysis.
Setting Parameters to Detect T-Patterns
Setting search parameters for the detection of T-patterns has a critical influence on the kind and number of patterns that THEME detects. The first decision is to determine the number of times a pattern has to occur to be detected. We decided to be conservative and to retain only patterns that occurred at least 15 times in any given cluster of videos. A significance level of 0.001 was set as the accepted probability to determine how far from random expectation critical interval relationships could occur for patterns to be kept or dropped. The next decision was related to the minimum percentage of video samples within a judgment cluster in which a pattern should occur to be detected. By default, in case of a high rate of occurrences of a pattern that is present in only one or two samples of a cluster, it will still be detected. In order to report only the patterns that are present across a maximum number of records, we set up a 60% samples threshold for patterns detection.
T-Patterns Search Results
The T-pattern search algorithm was applied separately to the concatenated annotation files constitutive of each judgment cluster. Each code specified in the coding scheme was fed into the analysis. The examination of the general characteristics of the Tpatterns found in the five clusters yielded the following information. First, the number of T-patterns found in a cluster is linearly related to the number of files composing a cluster.
Nonetheless, the proportion of T-patterns involving at least one FACS action decreases
when the number of sample files increases (see Table 2 ).
Insert Table 2 about here We propose two non-mutually exclusive possible explanations for this phenomenon. The first concerns the type of coding involved. FACS codes are "event"-type codes whereas a majority of the additional codes are "state" codes. By definition, "event" codes are scored based on their frequency of occurrence and vary from one file to the other. On the other hand, "state" codes are scored positive on all the sample files.
Only the frequency of transition states from one modality of the variable to another varies across the annotation files. Second, the frequency of transition states is sensitive to the time scale most characteristic of a specific variable. Some variables, like eye or head movements, can be so rapid and pervasive that their frequency of occurrence increases dramatically, compared to less frequent and longer lasting facial actions, with the number of files involved in a cluster. We think that these two factors combined are the main reason why the proportion of T-patterns with FACS codes decreases when cluster size increases. Considering that we decided to keep only the patterns that included at least one facial action code, we were able to retain, depending on the cluster, from 2% to 24% of all the T-patterns originally detected by THEME. Because we are interested in patterns that are sequential in nature, we reduced the data set further by excluding all T-patterns containing transition lags between two events that were equal to zero. Lags of zero indicate a simultaneous "onset" of codes on two or more annotation tracks. Across the five clusters, 493 T-patterns were detected that fit this requirement.
T-Patterns Validation
The detection of T-patterns is tested possibly millions of times when exploring for patterns in a single data set. Obviously, many would thus be significant even if the data were random. To address this issue, each search in the experimental data was followed by a search in a shuffled version of the same data, that is, after the time points in each series in the real data have been randomly redistributed over the observation period.
This way the size of the data set remained the same. By repeatedly shuffling and then searching for patterns in the same data set, an occurrence distribution with a mean and a standard deviation is obtained for each pattern length. Table 3 shows the number of Tpatterns detected in the annotation files for the five clusters and the mean number of random patterns detected after 10,000 randomizations of the same data. The significance of the difference between the number of independent patterns found in the experimental data compared to that found in the simulated data is computed on the basis of the distance, expressed here in standard deviations, between the number of "experimental"
patterns and the distribution of the simulated values around their mean.
Insert Table 3 about here
The large number of standard deviations reported in Table 3 strongly suggests that the T-patterns found in the five clusters of videos are not the result of chance effects for a p-value of 0.001.
T-Patterns Composition
When considering the composition of the T-patterns found in the five clusters of expressive sequences, two complementary questions need to be addressed. First, are the event types (facial, gaze, or head actions) belonging to the composition of T-patterns in one cluster different from those in the others? Second, does the position of the codes in the chain of events defining the T-patterns differ from one cluster to the other? In Table   4 , we report the proportion of facial actions that are found in independent T-patterns across the five clusters.
Insert Table 4 about here Four AUs were found to play a role in the composition of T-patterns of all judgment profiles: AU1 and AU2 acting together to lift the eyebrows, usually producing long horizontal wrinkles across the forehead; AU5 which raises the upper eyelids, exposing the white sclera above the iris; and AU17 which raises the chin. By contrast, four AUs were shown to be specific to a single cluster. The first was AU6, which was only found in the enjoyment cluster. In the emotion expression literature, AU6, which raises the cheeks and produces "crow's feet-like" wrinkles extending radially from the outer corners of the eye aperture is commonly referred to as the "Duchenne marker," in memory of French anatomist Duchenne de Boulogne who first highlighted it as a distinctive sign of felt enjoyment when associated with a smile. The second display is a unilateral lip raise (AU10) only found in the expressions that communicate a sense of hostility. According to Ekman & Friesen (2003) , AU10 is a distinctive sign of disgusted expressions. The third AU to be associated with a single cluster was a unilateral smiling action (AU12U), which was present in the embarrassment cluster. Finally, AU16, which designates a downward action of the lower lip that uncovers the lower teeth, was only found in the hostility cluster. The 13 remaining action units were common to at least 2 clusters in varying proportions. Our analysis also showed that, in T-patterns, facial actions were aligned with nonverbal actions of the head and gaze. The modalities of gaze actions were more evenly distributed across the clusters than the facial actions. Each code in this category was found in the composition of T-patterns of at least three of the five clusters (see Table 5 ).
Insert Table 5 about here Concerning the head codes, shaking the head and maintaining the head in a raised position were found exclusively in the hostility cluster. By contrast, lowering the head and maintaining the head in a diverted position relative to the interviewer was most pervasive in the embarrassment T-patterns.
The examination of the distribution of the various event types in the T-patterns across the five clusters of video files showed both commonalities and specificities. In order to address the question of whether the sequential organization of event types in the T-patterns can be linked with the categorization task performed by the observers on the basis of their impression judgments, we examined the number of shared T-patterns across the five clusters. Of the 493 patterns considered, only 4 (< 1%) were found to share an identical structure across cluster boundaries.
We conclude that the T-patterns detected by THEME demonstrate the existence of a reliable sequential organization of the individual components of the emotional expressions contained in the core set of emotional expressions. These expressive patterns are composed of facial actions often coordinated in time with gaze and head actions.
These behavioral sequences appear to be highly related to the way independent observers characterize the emotional meaning communicated in the video records, as is evidenced by the lack of substantial overlap of T-patterns across the judgment clusters.
T-pattern Illustrations
For illustration purposes, we will now present three distinct T-patterns extracted from the enjoyment, hostility, and embarrassment clusters. These patterns represent repetitive instances of behavioral sequences that have been statistically validated by THEME. To illustrate how the message value of similar facial actions can be modulated by the preceding and following actions in an expressive sequence, we selected patterns that all shared a smiling action (AU12 in the FACS system). Patterns were implemented in the FACSGen tool for illustration (Roesch, Tamarit, Reveret, Grandjean, Sander, & Scherer, 2011) . The first T-pattern illustrated in Figure 3 comes from the enjoyment cluster. It starts with an orientation of the gaze towards the interviewer, followed by a cheek raise action (AU6). The next event in the sequence is a raising of the eyebrows, which is directly followed by the onset of a smile. The sequence ends when AU6 recedes while the smile continues.
Insert Figure 3 about here
The second T-pattern is specific to the hostility cluster (see Figure 4) . Here, the sequence starts with a smile, followed by AU14, which tightens the corners of the mouth, pulling the corners somewhat inwards, and narrowing the lip corners. The next event is the offset of the smile followed by the start of an action that tightens the lips, making the red parts of the lips appear narrower (AU23). The sequence ends with the offset of AU14.
Insert Figure it reduces the signal-to-noise ratio by disregarding event types that are present in a behavioral stream but that do not fall into the boundaries of the critical intervals computed by the algorithm. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that some specific event types that are not part of T-patterns but nevertheless occur more often than not within spitting distance could have acted as important, yet undetected cues for expression classification. Also, our undertaking is limited by the lack of inclusion of male participants in the production and perception phases of the study. This limits the generalizability of our findings. Finally, by sub-sampling the video clips to be used in the rating study by converging on the least expressive participant, we limited our dataset.
Therefore, we may have missed additional information contained in these videos.
At this time, we can conclude that a definitive association between the behavioral sequences detected by THEME and the perception of the emotional message value conveyed by the dynamic emotional expressions used in this study exists, but the nature of that link needs to be further specified. Currently, we are in the process of transposing the T-patterns into the FACSGen software (Roesch et al., 2010) in order to produce dynamic movies that will be used in judgment studies in order to assess the exact communicative impact of the behavioral sequences highlighted in this research. We are convinced that the data presented in this manuscript constitute a first critical step to move away from simple static prototypical expression recognition data to the understanding of how emotional meaning is attributed to dynamic facial expressions as they occur in faceto-face interactions. Table 2 Number Enjoyment  14  134  32  25  75  18  Surprise  26  241  38  27  71  11  Hostility  54  3903  260  224  86  6  Embarrassment  51  2069  116  100  86  5  Sadness  55  7605  143  117  81  2  Total  200  13952  589  493  84  4 Table 3 Comparison Table 4 Percentages of FACS Action Units in Independent T-Patterns Across the Five Rating Clusters 
of T-Patterns in the Experimental Dataset and After Randomization
